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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOVEMBER- 2019
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO POWER SYSTEMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What are the applications of bus impedance matrix

b) What is the purpose of digital simulation

c) What are the advantages of matrix representation of power system equations

d) Define bus incidence matrix

e) Name any two methods of reducing short circuit current

f) How do short circuits occur on a power system

g) How symmetrical components can be used for representing unbalanced vec-

tors?

h) State the purpose of served by off-nominal in phase transformer.

i) What is necessity for slack bus.

j) State the elements of a Jacobian matrix.

k) What are the data required for a load flow study?

l) Write the power angle equation of an alternator connected to a synchronous

motor through pure reactance network.

UNIT-I

2. What is meant by a primitive network? Give the representation of a network compo-

nent in admittance form.

(OR)

3. a) Derive the expression for admittance matrix by singular transformation.

b) Deduce the relation Y
bus

= AT [y] A.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. A synchronous generator rated at 500 KVA, 440V, 0.1 p.u, sub transient reactance is

supplying a passive load of 400 KW at 0.8 lagging powerfactor. Calculate the initial

symmetrical RMS current for a 3 φ  fault at the generator terminals.

(OR)

5. Explain the formulation Z-bus by step by step building algorithm.

UNIT-III

6. Derive the static load flow equations using Y
bus

. Draw the flow chart for load flow

solution by Newton-Raphson method.

(OR)

7. Briefly explain the Fast decoupled method.

UNIT-IV

8. Draw the Flow chart for digital simulation of transient stability problem.

(OR)

9. Distinguish between steady state and transient stabilities. Discuss briefly the various

factors affecting the transient stability of the system.
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IV/IV B.Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, JUNE- 2019
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO POWER SYSTEMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) The graph of an electrical network has n nodes and b branches. What is the

number of links with respect to any choice of tree.

b) State the primitive network.

c) Define bus admittance matrix of a power system

d) Define cutset in a connected graph

e) What are the advantages of matrix representation of power system equa-

tions?

f) Why prefault current is not considered for unsymmetrical fault analysis

g) Define SCC of a power system

h) How do short circuits occur on a power system

i) Define symmetrical faults

j) What is the important factor on which the real power transfer over a line

depend?

k) What is half line charging admittance?

l) Define Inertia constant H.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain primitive network and primitive network matrices.

b) Derive the expression for admittance matrix by singular transformation.

(OR)

3. Explain the following

a) Element-node incidence matrix

b) Basic cutset incidence matrix.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Write the algorithm for digital computer simulation of an unsymmetrical faults by

Z-bus

(OR)

5. Briefly explain the representation of three phase network elemetns for balanced

and unbalanced systems.

UNIT-III

6. The figure given below shown a three bus power system

Bus 1 slack bus E
specified

= 1.05 0O

Bus 2 PV bus |E| specified =1.0 pu, pG=3 pu

Bus 3 PQ bus P
L
=4 pu, Q

L
=2 pu

Carryout one iteration of load flow solution by Newton-Raphson method. Take Q

limits of generators as 0.1   Q   0.25

(OR)

7. Derive the static load flow equations of a power system. Explain the Fast

decoupled method of solving the load flow equations.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain the modified Eulers method of solving swing equation.

(OR)

9. Write short notes on

a) Development of state equation for steady state stability of power systems

b) Flow chart for digital simulation of Transient stability problem.
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